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I. INTRODUCTION

Movies: They sure don’t make them how they used to.

In an excellent scene from the 2019 Quentin Tarantino film, Once Upon a Time... in Hollywood, the character Cliff Booth (played by Brad Pitt) drives on the famous Sunset Boulevard in the Hollywood neighborhood of Los Angeles,
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California. The camera follows Booth for several minutes as he makes his drive home through traffic, inviting the viewer to marvel at the glitz and glamour of old Hollywood. The film, a period piece set in 1969 following a fictional actor and his stuntman (who doubles as his best and only friend), required painstaking attention to detail and a large sum of money dedicated to recapturing the glitz and glamour of Hollywood’s iconic strip. But what stands out the most from this scene is how much has changed on the street; gone are the small, iconic theaters, often replaced by large theater chains. The scene certainly comes across as an ode to a time of great love for cinema.

These days, Sunset Boulevard is populated by nearly 20 massive billboards promoting the content of one of Hollywood’s newest (and richest) players: Netflix. The deal cost an estimated “tens of millions of dollars,” as the advertising along Sunset Boulevard is some of the most expensive advertising space in the country. But for Netflix, a company that earned $15.8 billion in revenue in 2018, the money is less consequential than the message it sends: that this is a company ready to take Hollywood by storm by changing the way the country watches movies. No longer should the entire model be based around the theater experience, but rather an experience which utilizes technology and what movie lovers want most—major motion pictures, enjoyed from the comfort of their home.

Netflix’s infiltration of Hollywood encompasses more than merely purchasing billboards. The L.A. Times reported that Netflix was pursuing a deal to acquire Landmark Theaters, a theater chain with over 50 locations, causing many to wonder if Netflix was even able to buy a theater chain under the “Paramount Decrees,” a landmark antitrust suit. There would be a number of questions raised if Netflix proceeded with the purchase of a theater chain. Is the future of Netflix in owning theaters in every town in America to show its films? If so, will other companies in the movie industry follow suit? Does this create a
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monopoly, where one can only view movies from a handful of studios, who only show their films in their own theaters? Will the current Sunset Boulevard eventually be viewed as the Sunset Boulevard in Once Upon a Time... In Hollywood: a relic of a completely different movie industry? This Note will address these questions and attempt to analyze the current antitrust issues facing Hollywood, specifically through the lens of the would-be tech disruptor, Netflix.

Part II of this Note will summarize the history and consequences of the famous Paramount Decrees (alternatively, the “Decrees”), and why the Federal Trade Commission decided to target major motion picture studios for anticompetitive practices. Part II will also detail the rise of Netflix and the subsequent murkiness of what qualifies as a film studio, as well as an update on the legal issue following the landmark announcement by the United States Justice Department to repeal the Paramount Decrees.

Part III of this Note will analyze whether Netflix can be classified as a film studio under the jurisdiction of the Paramount Decrees. It will also offer analysis on what the recent repealing of the Paramount Decrees means for the future of the tech giant, and how its actions will influence an entire industry backpedaling at this announcement, as well as its impact on consumers.

Finally, Part IV of this Note will provide a recommendation to the Justice Department on how it should proceed following the Paramount Decrees repeal, including a call for a more thorough factual investigation and measures to protect the heart of the Paramount Decrees.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The “Golden Age” and the Fall of Hollywood’s Studio System

As motion picture technology blossomed, so too did an industry which captured the imaginations of thousands in the turn-of-the-century United States. With the release of Alan Crosland’s The Jazz Singer in 1927, the small motion picture studio Warner Bros. became a massive distributor, and other film studios soon followed. Soon, a “Big Five” was established of the five largest, fully-integrated studios operating in Hollywood: MGM, Warner Bros., 20th Century Fox, Paramount, and RKO. These studios were not only solely responsible for the production and distribution of their own films, but they also owned their own theater chains to show their films. This era of the studio system is commonly referred to as Hollywood’s “Golden Era.”
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However, this Golden Era soon came to an end. Paramount Pictures had already been targeted for antitrust issues in 1921 in the *Famous-Players* case. The Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") accused Paramount Pictures of illegally restraining trade, most notably because they had moved from simply producing films to distributing and exhibiting those films. Specifically, the issue was "block-booking." Block-booking was an industry practice where movie studios would only allow theaters to show their films if the theaters also showed the studios’ other films, typically smaller films with inferior production to their major counterparts. The FTC viewed this process, coupled with the fact that Paramount Pictures showed its movies in its own theaters, as stifling competition and "tend[ing] to create a monopoly in the motion picture industry." With the decision from the FTC in the *Famous-Players* case, Paramount was ordered to stop the practice of block-booking.

In addition to block-booking, movie studios were releasing their movies in "runs" in coordination with other competitors to avoid overlapping first runs, so that their movies faced minimal competition. The theaters also coordinated to set the prices higher in these opening weekends so each studio could maximize profits for their films during their opening runs. After their first runs, the studios would sell the rights to their movies at a discount to independent theaters for later runs. Because most moviegoers would only see a movie during its opening run, this practice hurt independent theaters who had no opportunities to show movies during their opening runs.

Not too long after the *Famous-Players* case, the Great Depression brought a major slump to the movie industry. With a rise in independent theaters, the Big-Five studios resumed their engagement in block-booking theaters, and the United States Justice Department seemed to look the other way in enforcing antitrust laws against these studios due to the hard financial times the studios were experiencing because of the Depression. However, the independent studios persisted in raising antitrust issues against the major studios, and the FTC took a renewed interest in Hollywood practices again in 1938. This
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further examination by the FTC would eventually lead to the landmark decision that would come to be known as the Paramount Decrees.30

*United States v. Paramount Pictures* (otherwise known as the “Paramount Decrees”) was decided by the Supreme Court in 1948.31 The issue first arose in the Southern District of New York, where although the court found no monopoly in the movie industry, it issued a decree comprising five orders for studios to follow, among them to immediately end the practice of block-booking.32 However, the district court stopped short of ordering the movie studios to immediately divest their interest in the movie theaters, instead opting for a “competitive bidding” process where theaters could bid on which films they would show.33 This order never reached widespread practice, though, because the Supreme Court, on appeal, overruled the district court’s holding and ordered for the immediate divestment of the studios’ ownership of theaters.34 Following the Paramount Decrees, film studios were no longer allowed to engage in block-booking, and a few of the movie studios35 could not own their own theater chains to show their movies.36 In essence, film studios could produce and distribute their movies, but they could no longer participate in the exhibition of their movies. This was a move by the Court to “protect independent first-run theaters by providing them with equal access to all new movies.”37

**B. Post-Paramount Film Industry**

This decision was a major blow to the Big Five studios, as these practices (along with the other practices outlawed by the Paramount Decrees such as resale price management) majorly contributed to the profitability of movie studios.38 Although the Court determined practices such as block-booking and vertical integration were anticompetitive in nature, the policies “had clearly served to reduce distribution costs.”39 RKO Pictures (one of the Big Five) soon dissolved.40 Studios lost their safety net of guaranteed box office revenues from their own theaters.41 As one film writer put it at the time, “With no guarantee of exhibition, fewer movies could be made. . . . The 1950s was a time of bust: of
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In addition to advances in technology and the invention of home televisions leading to a decrease in movie attendance, Hollywood seemed to be in dire financial straits after the Paramount Decrees.

Though there were initial losses suffered by the studios in Hollywood immediately following the Paramount Decrees, the movie industry was able to reach new financial heights again in the 1970s with new, mass-appeal films like Francis Ford Coppola’s *The Godfather*, Steven Spielberg’s *Jaws*, and William Friedkin’s *The Exorcist* earning so much money they spawned a new term: the blockbuster. Then, home videos came along, and eventually the invention of DVDs created growth for Hollywood due to the profit margin from selling DVDs. However, movie studios still focused on what they thought to be the most lucrative generator of all: box office.

Eventually, two businessmen in Silicon Valley, California identified a keen trait about movie lovers: not all of them were interested in seeing movies at the theater. These two men launched the first online DVD rental store in 1998, calling it Netflix.

### C. A New Player

Netflix began as a traditional DVD rental service, but not long after its inception, it changed to a subscription model for DVD rentals. In 2007, Netflix announced it would begin a service to “deliver movies and television shows directly to users’ PCs,” a service that would quickly come to be commonly known as “streaming video.” While Netflix did not own or produce the movies and television programs they showed, they obtained licenses to show the content from providers, similar to the way home video rental stores obtained movies for rental.

Netflix soon would soon change its model again. In 2014, Netflix released *House of Cards*, its first original television series completely produced by the
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company. This series was one of the most expensive television series ever produced. Netflix Chief Executive Officer, Reed Hastings, wrote to shareholders at the time that the release of House of Cards would be “a defining moment in the history of Internet TV.” Netflix followed this series with four other in-house produced television series to be shown exclusively through its service. The message was clear: Netflix intended to be a major player in Hollywood.

In addition to original television programming, Netflix soon introduced original films to its catalogue with the release of Beasts of No Nation in 2015. Though the film was not a major success, Netflix continued to pursue prestige in the movie space, as they began pursuing deals with successful, well-known filmmakers like Martin Scorsese, Alfonso Cuarón, and the Coen Brothers. In 2019, Netflix finally saw the fruits of its labor in the movie space, as it received a total of fifteen nominations for the Academy Awards, including ten for Alfonso Cuarón’s Roma. Netflix went on to win three awards for Roma, showing that it was a force to be reckoned with in the movie industry with its ability to produce, distribute, and exhibit award-winning films, all through their own service.

Despite placing such an emphasis on creating prestige films and partnering with widely acclaimed filmmakers, Netflix has still been viewed as an outsider in Hollywood circles. Steven Spielberg, so beloved that he may be one of the most influential people in Hollywood, publicly supported changes to the
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Academy Awards which would make Netflix films ineligible if they debuted on the streaming platform.⁶⁴ Though some outright dismissed Spielberg’s opinions,⁶⁵ others have agreed with him, and fighting against the Academy appears not to be in Netflix’s best interest.⁶⁶

Perhaps as a way to appease its critics, Netflix soon began making moves that signaled a shift in its approach to distribution. In April 2019, it was reported that Netflix had begun to explore the idea of buying movie theater chains, specifically Landmark Theaters.⁶⁷ Although the deal fell apart (likely due to price), the report showed that Netflix’s was open to a new way of doing business in the movie industry.⁶⁸

After passing on the purchase of Landmark Theaters, it was reported Netflix was in negotiations to purchase the Egyptian Theater in Los Angeles, California.⁶⁹ The iconic theater, home to the premieres of many classic American films, was owned by a nonprofit organization, American Cinematheque.⁷⁰ Netflix’s intention for the space was to premiere new movies from its collection, and to appease filmmakers who believed in the traditional manner of debuting films—in a theater with a live audience.⁷¹ Netflix’s plan is markedly different, however, from the plan of purchasing a chain of movie theaters. This plan would involve only one theater, with only one screen for the debut of its movies.⁷²

Netflix was finally successful in its venture to own its own theater, this time with a theater in New York City. In November 2019, Netflix announced it was purchasing The Paris, a famous single-screen theater in New York City, New York.⁷³ The Paris, located in a desirable area in the borough of Manhattan, had closed in August 2019 with no explanation from its owner.⁷⁴ Fans of the theater were understandably disappointed by the sudden closing of such an iconic theater.⁷⁵ However, Netflix’s announcement was met with praise from cinema lovers in the city,⁷⁶ leading some to speculate that Netflix would be able
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to curry favor with influential filmmakers in the future due to this decision.\textsuperscript{77} The theater would be exclusively playing films produced or distributed by Netflix.\textsuperscript{78} Following the announcement, Netflix Chief Content Officer, Ted Sarandos, stated Netflix was “proud to preserve” the iconic theater and hoped it could “continue to be a cinematic home for film lovers.”\textsuperscript{79}

Despite the interest Netflix has shown in acquiring theaters, it should be noted that these theaters are primarily for film premieres, as opposed to a traditionally operating theater with multiple screenings each day.\textsuperscript{80} However, it still raises the question: could Netflix show its films in these theaters on a day-to-day basis, just like how traditional movie theaters operate? Is Netflix barred from owning and operating theater chains in the same way that the major film studios are under the Paramount Decrees?

\textbf{D. Paramount Decrees Repealed}

The debate around the Paramount Decrees began to change when the Justice Department announced it had opened a review of the Decrees to determine if they required modification or if they should be terminated altogether.\textsuperscript{81} The Justice Department noted that the movie industry landscape had changed significantly in the seventy years since the Paramount decision.\textsuperscript{82} For instance, none of the Paramount defendants (Paramount Pictures, Disney Studios, and WarnerMedia) owned “a significant number of movie theatres.”\textsuperscript{83} In addition, most large cities in the country now had more than one movie theater, which was not the case as when the Paramount Decrees were ordered.\textsuperscript{84} The Justice Department also implicitly recognized the rise of Netflix, as it pointed out that consumers are “no longer limited to watching motion pictures in theaters.”\textsuperscript{85}

The initial reaction to the Justice Department’s announcement was mixed.\textsuperscript{86} Some legal scholars called for the Justice Department to keep the Paramount Decrees intact, arguing that this change would bolster technology companies such as Amazon and Netflix while effectively putting independent theaters out of business, which goes against what the Paramount Decrees originally were designed to accomplish.\textsuperscript{87}
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At the conclusion of the 60-day period, the Justice Department filed a motion which would be bombshell news for Hollywood executives: the Paramount Decrees had fulfilled their remedial purpose, and the Justice Department was asking for them to be terminated. Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim argued the continued existence of the Paramount Decrees “may actually harm American consumers by standing in the way of innovative business models for the exhibition of America’s great creative films.” In its official announcement, the Justice Department again emphasized the differences in the industry since the Paramount Decrees, including the prevalence of multiplexes showing multiple films a day and the advancements in technology allowing consumers to enjoy films outside of the theater. The Southern District of New York officially accepted the Justice Department’s argument and ordered the Decrees terminated on August 7, 2020.

The Justice Department also proposed a two year “sunset period” before studios would be allowed to engage in block-booking and circuit dealing. This would allow theaters “a transitional time period to adjust their business models and strategies to any proposals to change the film-by-film, theatre-by-theatre licensing regime.” The Justice Department’s hope, it seems, would be for the sunset period to “foster new and innovative distribution and licensing agreements that are legal, efficient, and beneficial to industry participants, as well as movie goers.”

The move by the Justice Department to terminate the Paramount Decrees was met with skepticism from those within Hollywood. The Directors Guild of America (a union composed of prominent American film directors) wrote in a statement that the move was “a step in the wrong direction.” Its reasoning included the argument that smaller, independent theaters would suffer from the likely changes if the Decrees were terminated. This comes during a time when many brick-and-mortar theaters are already failing: attendance in movie theaters dropped 11% between 2009 and 2019. Additionally, there has been increased
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consolidation in the theater industry, suggesting that many of the smaller theaters are struggling to survive on their own.99

However, the reaction to the repeal of the Paramount Decrees was not all critical.100 Some commentators pointed out how the Justice Department emphasized that the Decrees were not binding upon streaming services like Netflix and Amazon.101 Thus, a flourishing competitor was allowed to come into the marketplace without the strict regulations imposed on the major movie studios (whose market power was already declining thanks to Big Tech),102 which commentators found to be “absurd.”103 Thus, the regulations would have the exact effect the Justice Department was arguing for: repealing the Paramount Decrees would create a more level playing field between streamers and traditional studios and would promote competition.104

E. Covid-19 Infects Hollywood

Amidst the uncertainty following the repeal of the Paramount Decrees, the movie industry suddenly faced a new issue: the spread of COVID-19, otherwise known as the coronavirus.105 Measures to slow COVID-19 also led to the delay of several highly-anticipated films, such as the James Bond franchise film No Time to Die106 and Fast and Furious 9.107 However, when the theaters made this announcement, there were movies still showing in the theaters, along with movies set to be released the upcoming weekend.108 In an unprecedented move, Universal Pictures made the decision to release its top theatrical titles directly to audiences for purchase at home, thus completely bypassing the theatrical window.109 Some of these films were already available in theaters; another (Trolls World Tour) would be released to streaming the same day it was
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originally scheduled to arrive in theaters. The films would be available to purchase and view within 48 hours for the price of $19.99. In addition to new films going straight to streaming, Disney sent *Onward* straight to Disney+, bypassing the usual three-month theatrical window from the time a film is released in theaters to the time it is available for home video. They followed this practice later in the year by releasing *Mulan*, one of the most anticipated films of the year, straight to Disney+, but with a catch: subscribers had to pay an additional $29.99 to access the film. This film was set to be released in Chinese theaters, though it is not anticipated to earn much in theater revenue.

Another remarkable moment in the COVID-19 era for the movie industry was the release of Warner Bros.’ *Tenet*. After several delays, the film was finally released in 2,800 theaters in America on September 4, 2020. Despite nearly 2/3 of theaters closed nationwide (and the ones opened operating at a reduced capacity), the film was still able to earn a modest $20.3 million in box office revenue, signaling to some in Hollywood that audiences may be ready to flock to theaters again.

Though not even the savviest Hollywood executive could have foreseen the spread of coronavirus, the reactions to the spread continue a trend of movie studios using streaming platforms to showcase their properties over the traditional theatrical experience.

III. ANALYSIS

A. Is Netflix a Movie Studio?

Netflix may be able to exhibit its movies in its own theaters with no regulation if the Paramount Decrees do not apply to it whatsoever. Though courts have noted that the Paramount Decrees do not apply to home videos, national theater chains, and television, Netflix could still easily be considered a movie studio due to the mere fact that it produces and distributes films all within its company. However, there are a few ways Netflix could position itself as an entity completely separate from the studio systems the Paramount Decrees apply to, thus allowing it to purchase theater chains as a way to exhibit its films to live audiences. First, Netflix could argue that it is a technology company first
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and foremost, and because of its beginnings in the technology industry, Netflix as a whole should not be recognized as a movie studio. Second, Netflix can show that it does not behave as traditional movie studios have behaved, and that due to its outsider status, it should not be subject to the same rules and regulations as other movie studios have been. These arguments, and the likelihood of success, will be assessed below.

The way a technology company positions itself may seem like mere semantics, but in some instances, it has created significant legal issues for courts to sort out. Another technology company, Uber, has placed itself at the center of legal battles over how to be categorized as a company, and thus, how it should be regulated. The results of Uber’s legal battles have shown that some technology companies have been able to skirt regulation by portraying itself as a technology company first, as opposed to a transportation company (or, in Netflix’s case, a movie studio).

Uber is a ridesharing app that has been hailed as a revolutionary innovator to mobility. Although Uber offers a service in which it matches riders with drivers who can transport them to their selected locations, there have been varying approaches to whether it should be classified as a taxi service or as a technological intermediary, connecting passengers and independent drivers. Uber denied in a recent lawsuit that it “offer[s] a taxi service.” Although the issue is still undecided in the United States, courts in Europe have begun to hear the issue of whether Uber is a transportation company or a “technology company” that can avoid regulations which only apply to traditional taxi companies. In holding that Uber was indeed a transportation service, and not merely a technology service, the European Court of Justice noted that Uber’s entire business (transportation) is inextricably linked to the technology it provides. Thus, companies whose technology and service are not independent of one another are less likely to be able to argue that it should be viewed as a technology company first.

Applying this to Netflix, it seems unlikely that Netflix will be able to successfully argue that it should be classified as a technology company as opposed to a movie studio. Netflix was founded in Silicon Valley, which has long been considered the hub for burgeoning technology companies. In addition, Netflix invests heavily in new technology to enhance the production side of its business, which is behavior typical of technology companies and less so of movie studios. However, Netflix invests in technology, which is largely designed to improve the user experience, meaning that the technology and the
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service provided depend upon one another. This resembles the “Uber Systems Spain” case, where the court held that Uber was a transportation company because its technology almost entirely served to supplement the transportation aspect of its service. Though this case’s jurisdiction is not binding, it casts doubt on whether Netflix will be able to use the fact that it focuses so much of its business on technology to separate itself from being classified as a movie studio.

In arguing for a classification separate from a movie studio, Netflix may also argue how its business does not resemble the business of a traditional movie studio. For example, movie studios’ primary mode of distribution is to send reels of film to movie theaters throughout the nation for the purpose of bringing patrons to the theater to view the film. Netflix’s entire mode of operations involves creating content, uploading it to its servers, and its paying subscribers being able to access the content on the go, wherever they want. Netflix began, primarily, as a company that made streaming television. How, then, would it be classified as a movie studio?

However, this argument holds less weight as traditional movie studios begin to wade into the streaming market. In November 2018, Disney CEO Bob Iger announced Disney would be launching a streaming service called Disney+, primarily streaming content from the Disney catalogue. Disney+ launched in November 2019, and a reported 10 million users subscribed in its first day. Shortly after Iger announced Disney+, the CEO of WarnerMedia (which owns Warner Bros. Studios) announced a streaming service to debut in 2020. By having their own accompanying streaming service, studios have found another way to bypass the theater system and reap the entirety of the profits. On the launch day of Disney+, Disney debuted The Mandalorian, a television program based in the Star Wars universe that would have undoubtedly
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been a major box office draw had it been released in theaters. Unsurprisingly, Disney saw a rise in revenue in the quarter immediately following the launch of Disney+. This shows that, as movie studios are beginning to compete in the streaming marketplace, Netflix’s service is no longer unique. This fact alone will not help Netflix’s argument that it does not behave like a movie studio (and should therefore not be regulated like a movie studio).

B. Paramount Decrees Repealed, and the Justice Department’s Reasoning

Before analyzing the potential benefits and consequences from the Justice Department’s decision, another question needs to be asked and answered: Does the Justice Department have strong enough reasons for this decision? As outlined above, the Paramount Decrees’ purpose was to create competition in the movie industry. To do so, it mandated that major studios were prohibited from licensing their movies to theaters they own. This provided a way for studios and theaters to coexist and compete within the marketplace.

The Justice Department’s exclusive reliance on United States v. International Business Machines Corp. ("IBM") undermines their position rather than bolstering it. IBM requires that for an antitrust decree to be terminated, the court must find termination is in the public interest. The IBM standard of review is forward-looking; it is necessarily “focused on the likelihood of a potential future violation, rather than the mere possibility of a violation.”

The Justice Department argues that termination of the Paramount Decrees serves a public interest. Their reasoning mainly hinges on two arguments: first, that changes in the movie industry make the concerns which led to the Decrees virtually irrelevant; and second, that antitrust laws have evolved to the point where they undermine the regulatory provisions of the Decrees.

The Justice Department points to several changes in the movie industry which suggest it is unlikely for movie studios to collude in the same way as when the Decrees were given. One change is that none of the major studios own a theater chain. However, the most major change the Justice Department highlights is one in which this Note has outlined: The rise of streaming services has led to film distributors being less reliant on theatrical releases.
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changes, the Southern District of New York found, make it unlikely that studios will engage in the same anticompetitive behavior “in the absence of the decrees.”

The Justice Department has also argued that changes in antitrust law support terminating the Decrees. Several standards in antitrust law have changed in the seventy years since the Decrees were handed down. For example, both vertical integration and statutory mergers were major concerns leading to the Decrees; each of these forms of conduct are reviewed by completely different standards today. At the time of the Decrees, “companies could merge without any notification to antitrust authorities.” Now, a significant merger (like a movie studio merging or acquiring a theater chain) would be subject to substantial oversight. The Justice Department argues these new standards “diminish[] the importance of the Decrees’ restrictions.”

However, the circumstances in IBM are far different than those underlying the Paramount Decrees. The court in IBM agreed to terminate, in part, because most provisions of the decree had already been terminated, and the others were “obsolete.” It was not a full termination of the consent decree. Further, the Second Circuit was comfortable proceeding because the Justice Department had undertaken a detailed, thorough investigation of the anticipated impact of the termination of the decrees. Their investigation “included the review of more than 100,000 pages of IBM documents, including its strategic business plans, and interviews with IBM’s customers, competitors, and executives.” In the Paramount Decrees case, the Justice Department launched no such investigation. Instead, the Justice Department merely reasoned through various changes in the industry. While some of these points may be valid, they do not come close to the standard of factual investigation set by IBM.

Additionally, in United States v. American Cyanamid Co., the Second Circuit reversed the District Court’s termination of part of a consent decree because it relied only on the Justice Department’s understanding of “contemporary economic theory,” and not on the rigid framework as outlined by the Supreme Court. Applying these facts here, the Justice Department is merely restating their interpretation of economic theory, as opposed to researching the factual issue thoroughly.

Further, the Justice Department’s reasoning completely ignores “the heart” of the Paramount Decrees: the mandate that licenses to show films
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should be offered “theatre by theatre, solely upon the merits and without
discrimination in favor of affiliated theatres, circuit theatres or others.” 160 This
is a monumental aspect of the Paramount Decrees, the portion which caused the
biggest change in the film industry when announced. 161 All told, if the
Department of Justice preserved this portion, then practices outlined in this note
such as block-booking could be completely nonexistent, because there would
(and could) be no theater preference for distributors. 162 This practice could even
be considered as pervasive authority, because even certain studios who were not
a part of the Paramount Decrees have followed the practice. 163 However, the
Department of Justice neglected to even mention the theater-by-theater mandate
in their initial request for comment. This suggests one of two things: Either the
Department of Justice is willfully ignoring the Paramount Decrees key
components, or they are hoping to sidestep it by painting with a wide brush in
the name of eliminating old antitrust decrees. 164 Either way, by eliminating the
Paramount Decrees, it could potentially “unravel decades of industrial stability
and innovation.” 165

Finally, the Justice Department’s argument severely misunderstands which
party has the burden of proof to overturn a consent decree reached after
extensive litigation. 166 The Justice Department argues that they are justified in
overturning the Paramount Decrees due to an absence of public comments
raising grounds that, absent the decrees: “Defendants would collude to re-impose
uniform distribution and licensing schemes on movie theatres.” 167 However, in U.S. v. Swift & Co., the Supreme Court held that overturning an
antitrust consent decree requires “[n]othing less than a clear showing of grievous
wrong evoked by new and unforeseen conditions.” 168 The Court emphasizes
that these decrees were reached after “years of litigation,” and included the
consent of all parties included. 169 Based on Swift & Co., the Justice Department
has the burden to demonstrate the “grievous wrong evoked by new and
unforeseen conditions” in the current movie industry compared to when the
Paramount Decrees were reached. 170 Instead, the Justice Department is
attempting to avoid its burden of proof by simply demonstrating that the
Defendants would not collude. 171
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C. Consequences

1. Block-Booking

A potential issue that arises from this decision is the renewed practice of block-booking. As noted in Part I, block-booking is an industry practice which required studios to show a package of movies, as opposed to the theaters selecting which movies they wanted to show based on profitability and the needs of their specific market. This practice presents immediate problems for smaller theaters.

Say, a four-screen movie theater (hereinafter “Small Theater”) that specializes in screening independent, small-budget and niche arthouse films is interested in showing the film Jojo Rabbit, a film owned and distributed by Disney’s subsidiary, Searchlight. In theory, Disney could allow Small Theater to show Jojo Rabbit, but only if they show Frozen II and Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker on their other screens. Now, Small Theater only has one other screen to show their specialty film, while they are showing two films that may not serve their established clientele. For Small Theater’s biggest competitor in the market, a thirteen-screen theater (hereinafter “Big Theater”), this is not much of a problem. Big Theater can go on playing all the Disney films, and will not lose any business by losing out on a dedicated clientele. But for theaters like Small Theater, it is an entirely new way of doing business.

On first glance, this example does not actually seem like much of a problem for Small Theater. Small Theater is being forced to show Frozen II and a Star Wars movie, each of which was a top-ten box office earner in 2019 and earned over a billion dollars worldwide. Surely it is not a problem if smaller movie theaters are making too much money. But what about the films that Disney releases which are not major blockbusters? For instance, if Small Theater was interested in using one of its screens to show Disney’s The Lion King, a highly anticipated film which went on to be the second highest earning film in 2019, for two straight months. Disney could then allow Small Theater to show The Lion King, but also force Small Theater to show other, perhaps less desirable films, like Disney’s 2020 release Underwater (which went on to gross only $37.5 million against a reported $65 million budget). While Small Theater got what they wanted by obtaining the license to show The Lion King, and thus can earn a cut of its box office sales along with all revenue from concessions, there will also be several empty theaters now showing Underwater for the entire time they have a license to show The Lion King. If Small Theater is turned off
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by the idea of showing an unpopular film like Underwater for two months, then Disney could simply pull The Lion King from Small Theater, and now Small Theater is unable to keep up with Major Theater, who can afford to take a hit by showing empty screenings of Underwater. This imbalance is precisely the reason the Paramount Decrees prohibited the practice of block-booking.

In fairness, small movie theaters play only a small role in the overall film market. Many of these theaters primarily play films from independent studios and distributors, foreign films, and second-run films. Their primary audience would not be interested in most films distributed by a major studio like Disney or Universal. Thus, their harm appears to be minimal. However, many small theater owners fear the Decrees are the only thing standing between them and extinction. Not all small theaters play independent films; many are chains who play a hybrid of major films and independent films. These theaters have the most to lose from the practice of block booking.

It is not only the theaters who are hurt by block-booking. Smaller film studios and distributors will lose out on opportunities to screen their films as well under block-booking. Continuing with the scenario above, if the theater is being forced to show less-desirable films from other studios in exchange for the movies they want to screen, there will be less room in theaters to show films from the smaller studios, as well as independent studios.

Disney, which was not listed in U.S. v. Paramount and is thus not bound by the Decrees, has already been engaging in a practice similar to block booking. With the repeal of the Paramount Decrees, it may only worsen for theaters. In the lead-up to the release of Star Wars: The Last Jedi, Disney imposed new restrictions on theaters hoping to play the film. Before the theaters could play the film, they were forced to commit to play the film in their largest auditorium for at least four consecutive weeks. Disney also took a reported 65% of the film’s box office revenue—an all-time high for a Hollywood studio (studios normally contract for between 43–49% of their film’s ticket sales). If the
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theater refused to honor these conditions, Disney would not allow them to play the film (whose projected box office revenue exceeded $500 million); if the theater violated the terms, Disney would take an additional 5% of the box office sales.\textsuperscript{187} Many theaters could not afford not to show a \textit{Star Wars} film, but Disney’s terms were difficult for theaters to meet.\textsuperscript{188} A small-town Iowa theater owner, who could realistically service all his town’s moviegoers in a couple of weeks, reported that if he were to accept Disney’s terms, he would be showing the movie in empty theaters by the end of the four-week term.\textsuperscript{189} This could cause substantial loss for the theaters, as other, non-Disney properties (which would normally occupy a theater’s largest auditorium on opening night) were to be released in the coming weeks.\textsuperscript{190}

It should be noted that this practice was not blocked by the Paramount Decrees (as Disney was not bound by the Decrees), nor was it necessarily illegal. Movie studios will always have leverage over theaters for their largest properties. However, this particular example suggests that movie studios are prepared to hold as much of that leverage over smaller theaters as possible. By permitting block-booking, studios are only given even more leverage, and theaters will have no choice but to bow to movie studios increasingly high demands.

While these studios are already competing against bigger studios, the practice of block-booking makes the gaps between these two competitors even wider.

2. \textit{Resale Price Maintenance}

There is another party who loses under the practice of block-booking: consumers. This is due to the forbidden practice of resale price maintenance. Resale price management is “Agreements or concerted Practices between a supplier and a dealer with the object of directly or indirectly establishing a fixed or minimum price or price level to be observed by the dealer when reselling a product/service to his customers.”\textsuperscript{191} This practice goes against the standard principle of supply-and-demand; when consumers make a purchase or requests a service, they do so under the belief that the price was set organically, based on fair-market practices.\textsuperscript{192} This economic process is completely upended when resale price management occurs, and that is why it is almost always illegal.

With the merger of 20th Century Fox with Disney occurring mere months before the Justice Department’s repeal of the Paramount Decrees, the timing
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could not be better for Disney.\footnote{193} With even more market control in the movie industry, there is now no official legal bar preventing Disney from engaging in block-booking, or cutting the middle-man out completely and opening its own theaters which would exclusively play Disney content.\footnote{194} Disney could also charge a minimum price for their films. They are already comfortable with this, charging Disney+ customers an extra $29.99 in order to view \textit{Mulan} (rather than releasing it in theaters).\footnote{195} Either way, consumers stand to lose. Under block-booking (which will mostly hurt movie theaters, especially those that are independently-owned), consumers are harmed because they would not have a diverse selection of films dictated by the market. Instead, they would only have choices dictated by a select few major film studios. In an alternative scenario, if a major studio decided to open its own theater, consumers would lose because prices would inevitably go up.\footnote{196} It is a well-established principle in antitrust cases that “\textit{w}henever there is concentration in any availability of any service or product, prices have a tendency to go up.”\footnote{197} If Disney were to open its own theater, nothing would stop it from setting the prices higher than the other theaters in the area which no longer have access to Disney’s films. Since Disney now controls such a high percentage of the box office (and the highest valued individual franchises, including the \textit{Marvel Comic Universe} and \textit{Star Wars} franchises), consumers may have to pay the cost of such exclusivity.\footnote{198}

Therefore, block-booking and resale price management exists only to make major film studios even bigger, while moviegoers, independent theaters, and smaller movie studios and distributors all stand to lose based on the practice.

3. \textit{Harm to Independent Distributors}

Since the Paramount Decrees were announced, major studios have had to compete more and more with new, independent distributors.\footnote{199} However, several of these independent studios have had to merge with the major studios, or choose to shut their doors for good.\footnote{200} However, in recent years, truly independent distributors such as Annapurna Pictures, Neon Films, A24 Films, and Blumhouse Productions have found a foothold in the industry as
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independent films have risen in popularity. If theaters are allowed to engage in block-booking, or if studios are able to open their own theaters to exclusively show their own films, these independent distributors will suddenly find they cannot showcase their movies in theaters. This would likely force many of these distributors and studios to either close or choose to merge with major studios, just as independent studios in the 1990’s were forced to do. Unlike their predecessors, however, this change would not be an organic feature of the marketplace, but would instead be directly tied to legal action from the Justice Department, which has unreasonably decided to support major studios. Thus, independent studios and distributors would be severely affected by the repeal of the Paramount Decrees.

Next, these independent distributors would need to find somewhere to showcase what films they are still financially able to produce and distribute. Many independent distributors have already been partnering with streaming giants such as Amazon and Netflix. These two companies are arriving in the industry fully integrated, and have already found ways to disrupt the film industry with their innovation in the streaming world. However, if the only way for independent distributors to be able to flourish involves partnerships with one of only a few major streaming networks, competition will further be stifled because the only competitors in the marketplace will be major studios and major technology companies. This keeps with the theme of the Justice Department’s decision that business will become easier for major corporations, and more difficult for the smaller, independent businesses attempting to gain a foothold in the industry. Though there will be innovation, there is not much of an advantage for the consumer, who will see their choices limited because of the harm to independent studios and distributors.

Hollywood’s reaction to the coronavirus is indicative of the general trend toward streaming, potentially spelling disaster for independent theaters. So far, only one major movie has been announced to go straight to streaming. The rest have been viewed as generally mid-tier Hollywood productions, including one film from Focus Features, a distributor of independent movies which is a subsidiary of the major studio Universal Pictures. It is entirely possible that these strategies of home video release wind up being a one-time reaction to an
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unprecedented global pandemic. However, if these otherwise inconsequential films see a major boost due to being available at home, what would stop a movie studio from doing this again? And if more studios have their own streaming services, what is to stop the studios from doing what Disney did with *Onward* and sending it directly to the streaming service as soon as it seems to be losing steam in the movie theater? These strategies will only be answered in time once theaters are able to open again, but it is yet another data point in a trend of movie studios preferring their movies streaming than being seen in a theater. In addition, this spells trouble for independent cinemas, whose entire business model obviously relies on new releases to be shown in their theaters.210

One independent theater in Chicago, Illinois, created its own distribution company and streaming service in order to keep up with the trend towards streaming.211 Perhaps more independent theaters will follow this trend with the repeal of the Paramount Decrees. However, this streaming service is extremely limited in its catalogue, and does not come close to the selection of titles available on other streaming services like Amazon and Netflix. It will always be an uphill climb for independent theaters such as Music Box, but with the repeal of the Paramount Decrees and the subsequent bolstering of the major studios and technology companies with streaming services, it seems the climb will become impossible.

IV. RECOMMENDATION

The Southern District of New York found the Justice Department “offered a reasonable and persuasive explanation” for why the termination of the Decrees would “serve the public interest in free and unfettered competition.”212 While the Author agrees many of the Justice Department’s arguments are persuasive, the Court and Justice Department each overlook the troubling consequences of block-booking and tying. Although the Justice Department offered a two-year sunset period to “provide a transitional time period to adjust their business models and strategies to any proposals to change the film-by-film, theater-by-theater licensing regime,” this is not sufficient, especially considering how COVID-19 continues to impact the film industry.213 In light of the uncertainty surround how movie theaters will recover following the disastrous effects of COVID-19 on the industry, the Justice Department should consider offering a
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longer sunset period to give theaters even more time adjust their business models. 214

Not only is the reasoning behind their decision flawed and not based on empirical evidence, but the timing is not right for the decision. Independent theaters are struggling in large part because the Paramount Decrees have not been enforced properly. Instead of completely nixing the Decrees, the Justice Department should instead launch a factual inquiry and thorough investigation to produce statistical evidence to defend its statement that “the industry is changing.” 215

Admittedly, the majority of this recommendation is based on the impact the Justice Department’s decision will have on independent theaters, studios, and distributors. However, by keeping independent cinema alive, it continues competition within the movie industry and ensures better options for consumers. First, this recommendation would give consumers an alternative to the traditional options typically offered by major studios, while maintaining competition between the traditional theater experience and streaming services. Second, it will help foster diversity within the movie industry and guarantee more opportunity for artists representing minorities. Third, and finally, it will reduce issues of anti-competitiveness within the industry, which is “the heart” of the Paramount Decrees.

First, continuing the Paramount Decrees gives consumers an alternative choice to the types of films offered by major studios. Many consumers are willing to pay to see films from independent studios and distributors in the movie theater, and often will see them in independent movie theaters themselves. 216

Independent cinema has seen great success in recent years: in 2016, the movie Moonlight (produced and distributed independently) won Best Picture at the 89th Academy Awards. 217 Not long after, the film Parasite, another independent, arthouse film, won the same award at the 92nd Academy Awards. 218 In addition, independent theaters are more likely to show documentary films, which have also seen a rise in popularity; documentary films set an all-time record at the box office in 2018, largely due to being featured in independent movie theaters. 219 At the same time, streaming services like Netflix and Amazon have both been making waves with popular films of their own in
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recent years, including titles such as *The Irishman* and *Honey Boy*. Moviegoers were even willing to see movies which would premiere on Netflix or Amazon within merely weeks at independent theaters, suggesting there is interest in viewing these films in the traditional theater setting as opposed to streaming at home. This is a healthy balance to movies produced by major studios, which are still far and away the most popular at the box office. By repealing the Paramount Decrees, the Justice Department may as well be forcing all movies shown in independent theaters to be seen on the small screen rather than theaters. This helps technology companies like Netflix or Amazon, but it hurts consumers who opt to see these films in theaters, who have suddenly seen their choices limited. Therefore, the Justice Department should extend the sunset period, and open up a much larger, thorough factual inquiry into the current trends of the industry.

Second, the Justice Department should consider this recommendation in order to ensure more diversity within the film industry. Independent films are more likely to feature filmmakers, actors, and crew from various minorities than films from major studios. In addition, most filmmakers representing minorities who find work on major studio films first begin working on independent films. As outlined above, the Justice Department’s repealing of the Paramount Decrees puts the independent film industry at stake. Thus, to preserve the improving diversity in filmmaking at the independent level, the Justice Department should consider this recommendation.

Third, the Paramount Decrees have continued to do their job, which is to create competition within the film industry, and should be kept intact to continue to create competition and inspire innovation. The Department of Justice is somewhat correct—the state of the industry is in a state of change, but as has been outlined in this Note, the change has been moving towards “greater concentration and consolidation.” The only thing keeping the marketplace for all players is the Paramount Decrees, which have been in force for decades without challenge. The Justice Department should reconsider its decision, and continue extending this lifeline to independent cinemas and distributors, “a way to remain competitive in an industry still inclined to anticompetitive abuse.”

Finally, a two-year sunset period beginning in August 2020 is not enough time to allow theaters and studios to adjust their business models. Theaters and studios are each reeling in the wake of COVID-19, and there remains a
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tremendous amount of uncertainty in how the industry will look once the pandemic has subsided and the public at large can return to theaters. The sunset period’s entire purpose is to give theaters a window to adjust business plans and make proposals in order to prepare for the repeal of the Decrees. However, these theaters have more pressing matters facing them right now—they are simply trying to stay in business during an unprecedented global pandemic. Extending the sunset period will give these theaters and studios more time to make the adjustments the Department of Justice sees as necessary before completely repealing the Paramount Decrees.

Though it seems like this recommendation would be resisting innovation, it still allows for would-be “disruptors” such as Netflix or Amazon to participate fully in the industry. For instance, these streamers have offered alternatives to outdated theatrical practices, such as the theatrical window. Additionally, it remains a possibility that because of more advanced demographic data at their disposal, companies such as Netflix can actually offer filmmakers who normally do not have a voice an opportunity to work because of the diversity of their subscriber base. Thus, this proposed recommendation still supports opportunities for innovation, but calls for the Justice Department to undergo a much more thorough factual investigation before they take such a drastic step.

In addition, for future antitrust disputes surrounding movie studios, streaming companies like Netflix or Amazon should be treated as movie studios. As explained in Part III(A), these companies are movie studios first, technology company second. Though the Decrees are repealed, it will certainly not be the end of antitrust litigation surrounding anticompetitive practices in the movie industry. When those issues arise, the Department of Justice and courts should hold streaming companies to the same standard as they do movie studios.

V. CONCLUSION

Hollywood has already begun moving to a marketplace which emphasizes streaming services; they do not need any help from the Justice Department. Under the Paramount Decrees, Hollywood studios, distributors, theaters, and now streaming services have all blossomed into a competitive industry. Instead of intervening and risking a critical upset of the careful balance already in place, the Justice Department should reconsider their move to repeal the Paramount Decrees.
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